MCS DRESS CODE
NON-PE DAY UNIFORM
MCS Polo Shirts - Required
 Navy blue, Light blue, Yellow with appropriate colored logos.
 Short sleeved or long sleeved.
 No long-sleeved shirts will be permitted under short sleeved polo’s.
Docker Style Pants, Shorts, Skirts or Jumpers - Required
 Navy blue or Khaki color.
 Skirts and Jumpers must reach at least to the top of the knee and wear shorts or
leggings underneath.
 Pants must be of an appropriate size (not baggy or tight).
 No denim, cargo pants, jeggings or stretch pants permitted.
MCS Hoodies/Fleece - Optional
 Navy blue zip up hoodie with appropriate logo.
 Navy blue lined jacket with appropriate logo.
PE DAY UNIFORM
PE Logo Shorts or Pants
 Navy blue or Gray sweatpants or shorts with appropriate PE logo.
PE Logo T-shirt
 Navy or Gray T-shirt with appropriate PE logo.
APPROPRIATE SHOES
 Tennis shoes are the only shoes permitted in the classroom and gymnasium.
 Boots may be worn to and from school and for outside use, but not in the classroom or
gymnasium.

GENERAL INFORMATION
 All students should have at least 2 Non-PE day uniforms and 2 PE day uniforms.
 Please do not put logos on any other item of clothing besides what is required by the
school.
 Students may purchase the khaki or navy blue Docker style pants at any store. Girls are
permitted to wear khaki or navy blue skirt or jumper (to the knee or longer) in place of
pants if they wish.
 Fridays are an optional dress down day. Students may pay $1.00 to wear clothing other
than their non-PE day uniform. However, they must abide by the dress code policy still.
All proceeds benefit the 8th grade class. Money must be brought ON THAT DAY or paid in
advance.
PURCHASING YOUR UNIFORM
You may purchase the uniforms at the following vendors:
 NON-PE UNIFORM: frenchtoast.com (school code: QS5KSHZ)
 NON-PE & PE UNIFORM: Sidney Ryan Uniform (396 E. Waterloo Rd., Akron, OH 44319)

For more information regarding our dress code policy, please refer to our
complete handbook found online at our school’s website.

